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DAVOS: India’s Finance Minister Arun Jaitley attends a session of the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual meeting in
Davos yesterday. — AFP

DAVOS: It was supposed to be a serious debate about the
merits of monetary stimulus, but instead a panel in Davos yes-
terday featuring IMF chief Christine Lagarde, quickly degener-
ated into a skirmish over the European economy. “There is a
general expectation to compare the US economy and the euro
area and I don’t think that’s a reality,” Lagarde said after an
onslaught from her largely American co-panelists, including
the CEO of megabank Goldman Sachs.

Hand-wringing over the fate of a wobbly Europe has
become a Davos tradition, ever since debt-wracked Greece

threatened to destroy the euro-zone in 2010. This year was no
different, especially with Greek elections set for Sunday and
the imminent decision by the European Central Bank to
unleash a massive bond-buying scheme despite the opposi-
tion of the bloc’s most powerful member, Germany.

But unlike Greece, or other usual targets France and Italy, it
was Germany that stirred debate, blamed for a blind push for
austerity and imposing its singular economic vision on others.

German failures 
“It is the failure to recognize that a one-off model that

worked to produce export-led growth for Germany in the ear-
ly part of the decade will lead to an outcome that is worse for
everyone now,” said former US treasury secretary Lawrence
Summers.

“It is the error of assuming that the strategy that worked for
one once, when applied universally will work,” he said.
Lagarde however doubted that there was that much space for
Germany to do anything to help out its neighbors and that lit-
tle room existed for more public spending.

Options were limited “given that we’re in a high-unemploy-
ment, high-debt environment, and given that structural
reforms are fine but effectively what we need the most is
demand, and not many in the euro-zone have fiscal space to
do that,” she said.

Summers decried a “lack of imagination” by the Europeans
to solve their problems, bringing a sharp rebuke from Ana
Patricio Botin, the new CEO of Spain’s Banco Santander,
Europe’s biggest bank by assets. “So you say Europe is less
imaginative than the US?,” she called out to Summers, who
now teaches at Harvard University.

“I’m much less negative on Europe than most Americans.
We raised nine billion dollars and a lot of that came from
Americans and may I say that was very smart money,” she said.

Speaking moments later at a panel on Europe, German Vice
Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel said the reforms Germany passed
almost a decade ago “took a long time to implement”.

“Some of these reforms that countries like Italy (and) France
have to take are much larger than what we had to take,”
Gabriel, a social democrat said sympathetically.

Gabriel acknowledged that the “task for Germany today ...
through its own polices, its own investment is to support the
EU,” he said. But the challenge was to “persuade countries that
they will benefit from structural reforms. That their children
will be better served by them,” he said.

Speaking later to AFP on the Davos sidelines, Eurogroup
chief Jeroen Dijsselbloem praised the authorities in France
and Italy but warned the task was not yet over.

“The present governments in France and Italy are much
more ambitious in terms of reforms but it still has to be done,”
said Dijsselbloem, who is also finance minister of the
Netherlands. — AFP
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Ukraine requests 
fresh IMF bailout

DAVOS: Ukraine has asked the IMF for a new and broader rescue
package, and will seek to renegotiate its debt with bond holders,
officials said on Wednesday as the war-torn country fights to save
its reeling economy. IMF chief Christine Lagarde met Ukrainian
Petro Poroshenko on the sidelines  of the World Economic Forum
in Davos and said Ukraine requested that the Washington-based
IMF deepen its relationship with Kiev.

The meeting took place soon after Poroshenko told an audi-
ence of the world’s financial elite in Davos that 9,000 Russian
troops were backing Ukrainian separatist fighters. “President
Poroshenko informed me today that the Ukrainian authorities
have requested a multi-year arrangement with the Fund... to
replace the existing...  arrangement,” the IMF said in a statement.

“We will consult with the IMF Executive Board on the authori-
ties’ request,” Lagarde said.

The IMF, which last year granted Kiev $17 billion (around 14
billion euros at the time) in financial aid over two years as part of
a broader $27 billion global rescue package, has expressed fears
that the former Soviet country may need an additional $15 billion
in immediate aid.

The Ukrainian government said the request was key to turning
around the war-torn economy, which shrank 7.5 percent in 2014
and is projected to contract by another 5 percentage points this
year. Ukraine’s reserves more than halved in 2014 and dipped to
less than $10 billion for the first time in five years as the authori-
ties sought to prop up the hryvnia and fund their eight-month
campaign against pro-Russian separatists in the industrial east.

‘Extraordinarily committed’ 
The new IMF program “will allow us to gain access to addition-

al resources, which in turn will enable us to return to economic
growth, restore adequate foreign exchange reserves, and ensure
economic and financial stability going forward,” said Ukrainian
Finance Minister Natalie Jaresko.

Kiev added that as part of an effort to stabilise its finances, it
will “consult with the holders of Ukrainian international sovereign
debt so as to improve Ukraine’s medium term sustainability”.
Asked for details on the debt restructuring, Jaresko told AFP that
“there’s no perimeter to discuss” until the IMF talks are over.

“When we finish our discussion with the IMF agreement, then I
would expect the next step to be these consultations-we would
be listening to and talking  with our sovereign creditors to talk
about how we can improve the debt sustainability of the coun-
try,” she said. —AFP

Privacy is dead,
Davos hears

DAVOS: Imagine a world where mosquito-sized robots fly
around stealing samples of your DNA. Or where a depart-
ment store knows from your buying habits that you’re preg-
nant even before your family does. That is the terrifying
dystopian world portrayed by a group of Harvard professors
at the World Economic Forum in Davos yesterday, where the
assembled elite heard that the notion of individual privacy is
effectively dead.  

“Welcome to today. We’re already in that world,” said
Margo Seltzer, a professor in computer science at Harvard
University.  “Privacy as we knew it in the past is no longer fea-
sible... How we conventionally think of privacy is dead,” she
added. Another Harvard researcher into genetics said it was
“inevitable” that one’s personal genetic information would
enter more and more into the public sphere. Sophia Roosth
said intelligence agents were already asked to collect genetic
information on foreign leaders to determine things like sus-
ceptibility to disease and life expectancy.

“We are at the dawn of the age of genetic McCarthyism,”
she said, referring to witch-hunts against Communists in
1950s America. What’s more, Seltzer imagined a world in
which tiny robot drones flew around, the size of mosquitoes,
extracting a sample of your DNA for analysis by, say, the gov-
ernment or an insurance firm. Invasions of privacy are “going
to become more pervasive,” she predicted. “It’s not whether
this is going to happen, it’s already happening... We live in a
surveillance state today.”

Political scientist Joseph Nye tackled the controversial
subject of encrypted communications and the idea of regu-
lating to ensure governments can always see even encrypted
messages in the interests of national security. —AFP


